The Spectralink 7000 Handset Portfolio

Spectralink 7000
The Spectralink 7000 Handset Portfolio supports a broad range of applications from
Portfolio 				 general office to healthcare to manufacturing to retail. The lightweight handsets
DECT In-Building Wireless Solution

are extremely easy to use, require minimal training and are durable. They feature
exactly the right tools to help you do the things you need to—like highest quality
voice connections everywhere, backlit displays for dimly lit areas, panic button, text
messaging and more.

74-Series
The 74- Series is robust, feature-rich handsets
designed to meet the demands for mobility in a
range of specialized working environments.

Spectralink meets the standards of Digital Enhanced Cordless Telecommunications
(DECT) and then surpasses them with its user-friendly, full-featured, and applicationenabled handsets and flexible server solutions.
The Spectralink 7000 Portfolio consists of a range of wireless DECT handsets and
servers, which provide features and solutions that empower mobile workers across
different industries. The modular nature and scalability of the servers make sure that
any organization’s needs can be matched. Moreover, all handsets are compatible with
one another, making it possible to combine several models in a single wireless system
so you can choose the right device for each person.

Solutions for your needs.
Spectralink offers the industry’s most versatile DECT solutions for the workplace.
Through our solution partners, we offer a wide range of functional and industryspecific applications that enable mobile workers to do their job better. With the right
in-building, DECT solution, you can dramatically improve responsiveness, productivity
and customer service of mobile workers so you and your team can solve every day.

The Spectralink 7480 handset is IP 64 classified and
IEC approved, and ideal for potentially explosive work
environments.

75-Series
The elegant and robust 75-Series has a large color
screen and an intuitive user interface making it
a valuable working tool and a preferred choice
for mobile workers in administrative working
environments across various vertical markets.

76-Series
The ruggedized 76-Series combines maximum
functionality and elegant design with high
durability. The IP 64 classified handsets are
resistant to dirt, dust, and splashing water, and are
designed to meet the needs of a mobile workforce
in industrial working environments.
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77-Series

Butterfly Series

The disinfectant-resistant 77-Series combines mobility
and hygiene. The application-enabled handsets are
designed to enable healthcare personnel to be mobile
while still within quick reach in critical situations.

The Butterfly Series is a user-friendly
handset designed for office environments
with the most important features
and functionalities of basic voice
communication and messaging. Available
in five colors, to distinguish employee
groups or your business’ personality.

The Spectralink 7000 Server Portfolio

Choose Spectralink’s DECT solutions because
we are the experts in:

The Spectralink 7000 Server Portfolio includes a range of wireless DECT servers for businesses of all sizes. The
Spectralink DECT Servers are flexible and scalable add-on solutions that can be added as your business develops.
Running on open standards, the Spectralink DECT servers can integrate with third-party application and customized to
your every need.

•
•
•
•

Spectralink IP-DECT Server 400
The Spectralink IP-DECT Server 400 is the ultimate
solution for small to medium-sized businesses
and can be deployed as a single-cell or a multi-cell
solution. The single-cell solution supports 12 users
and six simultaneously calls. You can easily upgrade
to a multi-cell solution if you need more users or
coverage of a larger area or multiple locations.

Spectralink DECT Server 2500
The Spectralink DECT Server 2500 is a flexible
add-on solution ideal for small and medium-sized
businesses. The Spectralink DECT Server 2500 can
deploy either digital, SIP VoIP, or a combination of
digital and SIP VoIP telephony.

You have a choice with us.
Spectralink also offers the 6000 Portfolio (900 MHz) and the 8000 Portfolio (2.4/5 GHz
Wi-Fi). Learn which best fits your needs.
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application-enabled workplace solutions
modular, scalable servers
handset compatibility
durability and high quality features

• third-party integration

Spectralink IP-DECT Server 6500
The Spectralink IP-DECT Server 6500 is an
ideal solution for radio coverage over a large
geographical area or to equip a large number of
mobile employees with wireless telephony – or
both. The modular nature of the Spectralink
IP-DECT Server 6500 makes it a scalable, flexible
and future-proof solution that can grow with
your organization.

Spectralink DECT Server 8000
The Spectralink DECT Server 8000 is a scalable
solution for medium-sized to large enterprises
with support for up to 4,095 wireless users. Up to
eight servers with 64 slots for interface cards can
be linked together to allow for numerous ways
to customize the solution to your organization’s
needs.

Professional Services
Spectralink can help ensure that you achieve better return on investment, increased
uptime and improved reliability with highly responsive services and support options.
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